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This document describes the items that are being deployed in the 15.1.1 CAMS Enterprise Update Release. Enhancements, modifications, and system corrections are included and are categorized primarily by module. Those items needing CAMS Manager attention have been noted as such. For additional, detailed information and instructions on the functionality additions and changes, refer to the online help files located directly in the CAMS Enterprise application and/or the updated PDF manuals which can be downloaded from the CAMS Community Website. Note that portal updates are not automatically installed on your site and must be applied by your institution.

Admissions

1. Prospect and Student Test Score layouts have been revised to comply with new requirements/enhancements. Any existing test scores already entered in CAMS Enterprise will automatically be converted/migrated to the new layout for each prospect and student when updating CAMS to this release. All test import files will import correctly to this new layout.

2. The Prospect and Student BYOR selection criteria has been enhanced to accommodate the new Test Scores layouts. Prospect BYOR is no longer restricted to specific tests. Users may now select multiples of any test in their setup for report criteria. NOTE: The Scores reports in both Prospect BYOR and Student BYOR are temporarily disabled due to the extensive changes in the test score layout; therefore multiple students cannot be reported on at this time. However individual Prospect and Student scores may still be reported in Prospect Maintenance or Student Admissions Information windows on the H.S/Scores tab. The BYOR scores reports will be available in the next release. Only the Scores reports are affected; all other reports are working as normal.

3. High School information was not correctly importing for Prospects and Students when using the Prospect/Student Import in the Tools module. High Schools will now import correctly utilizing the new "High School Code Type" and "College Code Type" fields on the Prospect/Student Import window.

***CAMS Manager Action Required
CAMS Managers will need to ensure all High Schools and Colleges in CAMS Enterprise have the CEEB Codes entered in the detail windows. Since the implementation of CAMS Release 14.5.4, multiple high school and college codes could be entered for each high school or college in the new Codes grid in each lookup window. The CEEB code fields in the detail window for high schools and colleges is being phased out in favor of the new code entry grid. If your institution still utilizes the CEEB code fields in the detail window for high schools and colleges ("HS Code" for high schools or "College Code" for colleges) this update (15.1.1) includes two SQL scripts that will migrate/copy those codes to the CEEBACT code type in the Codes grid. The SQL script will be located on the server/hard drive where CAMS is located in your <CAMS Enterprise>\SQL folder. The SQL script names are: CollegeCodeCopy_External.sql (to migrate/copy college codes) and HighSchoolCodeCopy_External.sql (to migrate/copy high school codes).
Financial Aid

1. FISAP reports produced the same results regardless of whether "Include Withdrawn Students" was selected or not. Selecting or not selecting "Include Withdrawn Students" will now produce the correct results.

2. If the active ISIR record for a student for an academic year had a negative student income amount and the student had an award, the student award was not listed in any of the three FISAP reports. These students' awards are now reported correctly.

CAMS Manager

1. Test Score Table Setup has been updated for the various new test layouts. Please refer to the help documentation or the CAMS Manager Module PDF document for complete step-by-step instructions to add or modify tests. Any existing tests and test scores already entered in CAMS Enterprise will automatically be converted/migrated to the new layout. All test import files will import correctly to this new layout.

2. Application Portal Configuration has been enhanced. Up to 10 tests may now be configured to display on the Application Portal. Each test may be configured to show all or some of the Score Labels associated with the test.

3. Graduate Application Portal Configuration has been enhanced. Up to 10 tests may now be configured to display on the Graduate Application Portal. Each test may be configured to show all or some of the Score Labels associated with the test.

Tools

1. Test Score Import has been enhanced to conform to the new layouts for electronic score imports. All test imports will now import utilizing this new layout in CAMS Enterprise. Users may still import prior year's files if necessary. Any existing test scores already entered in CAMS Enterprise will automatically be converted/migrated to the new layout for each prospect and student when updating CAMS to this release.

2. Test Scores Import has been enhanced. A new drop-down, High School Code Type, has been added to the Import File section to accommodate the new Code Type grid that was added in CAMS Enterprise Release 14.5.4. When importing ACT or SAT files, the High School Code Type drop-down becomes available and is required. Users must select the code type that is utilized by your institution (typically CEEBACT).

3. The NSLC Export will now display a validation report upon clicking "Initiate" if Major Program Length or Major Program Types contain null values for majors that are in the export.

4. Prospect/Student Import has been enhanced. Two new drop-downs, High School Code Type and College Code Type, have been added to the parameters in order to accommodate the new Code Type grid that was added in CAMS Enterprise Release 14.5.4. Users must select the code type that is utilized by your institution (typically CEEBACT) for high schools and colleges.
Portal files that were added or changed with the 15.1.1 update.

Application Portal
- Application.asp
- Education.asp
- PrintApplication.asp
- Submit.asp
- Scripts\js\script.inc

Graduate Application Portal
- Education.asp
- PrintApplication.asp
- Submit.asp
- Scripts\js\script.inc

SQL objects that were added or changed with the 15.1.1 update.

Stored Procedures
- CAMS_ApplicationPortalTestIDList.sql
- CAMS_FinancialFISAPExpReport.sql
- CAMS_FinancialFISAPReport.sql
- CAMS_FinancialFISAPReportTerms.sql
- CAMS_GradAppPortalTestIDList.sql
- CAMS_ImportGenericJobValidate.sql
- CAMS_ImportGetMatchColumns.sql
- CAMS_ImportTestScores.sql
- CAMS_ImportUserFile.sql

Views
- CAMS_CAMSAppPortalConfigTests_View.sql
- CAMS_CAMSGradAppPortalConfigTests_View.sql
- CAMS_FinancialAwardMC_View.sql
- CAMS_Label_Codes_View.sql
- CAMS_Test_Codes_View.sql
- CAMS_Test_View.sql
- CAMS_TestRef_View.sql
- CAMS_TestScore_View.sql

Misc
- CollegeCodeCopy_External.sql Provided to manually populate HighSchoolCodes table
- HighSchoolCodeCopy_External.sql Provided to manually populate CollegeCodes table

Reports that were added or changed with the 15.1.1 update.

SingleProspectTestScores.rpt
SingleStudentTestScores.rpt